Inspired by the recent measurement of the B(E2;0 give an interpretation of available spectroscopic data on both 12 Be and 11 Be, using a simple model which contains the essential feature of these two nuclei; the presence of weakly-bound neutron(s) in deformed potentials. The agreement of the calculated results with observed data is surprisingly good, including well-known strong E1 transitions in both nuclei.
I. INTRODUCTION
The study of the properties of nuclei far from the line of β stability is currently one of the most active and challenging topics in nuclear structure. Exotic ratios of Z/N for a given mass number together with the presence of weakly bound nucleons lead to the phenomena which are unexpected from our common sense about stable nuclei; among others, one finds the change of the shell structure and magic numbers. Observed properties of low-lying states in 11 4 Be 7 and 12 4 Be 8 have contributed to the finding that N=8 is no longer a magic number in such unstable nuclei.
Though there have been already many elaborate attempts to describe the structure of Be isotopes, in the present paper we give an interpretation of available spectroscopic data on 12 Be and 11 Be keeping a model as simple as possible, while taking duly into account the essential feature of these nuclei; the presence of weakly-bound neutron(s) in finite de- [1]) is applied to the nuclei 11 Be and 12 Be, using weakly-bound one-particle wave-functions estimated properly with deformed Woods-Saxon potentials instead of harmonic-oscillator potentials. The present work is prompted by the recent lifetime measurements of the 0 + 2 state in 12 Be [2] .
The deformation of Be isotopes has been studied using various theoretical models; for example, 11 Be is studied using models with deformed Woods-Saxon potentials [3, 4] , 11 Be based on the Nilsson-Strutinsky method [5] , and neutron-rich Be isotopes using the deformed Hartree-Fock calculation with Skyrme interactions [6] . The models used in Refs. [3, 4] , in which the idea of the particle-rotor model is used, may be closest to our present model.
However, since in very light nuclei such as Be isotopes the nuclear shape may be considerably changed just by adding one neutron, we would avoid to use the observed properties of the core nucleus 10 Be, in contrast to the work of Refs. [3, 4] . Since only low-energy states are discussed in the present work, we assume that four protons and six neutrons are treated as being inactive occupying the lowest possible Nilsson levels for the same deformation as that for the extra neutron(s). Thus, the inactive core is certainly different from the actual 10 Be nucleus.
Moreover, the rotational perturbation of the intrinsic nuclear structure is neglected since only those states close to the band head are studied in the present work. Thus, we try to see how the observed properties of low-lying levels of 11 Be and 12 Be can be understood in terms of weakly-bound neutron(s) in deformed potentials. Deformed nuclear halos are studied in
Ref. [7] using a finite square-well potential without spin-orbit term, while in Ref. [8] they are investigated with more realistic potentials: deformed Woods-Saxon potentials with a spin-orbit term.
In Sec. II some aspects of the model and formulas are summarized. In Sec.III numerical results are presented and discussed in comparison with experimental data, while in Sec. IV conclusions are given.
II. MODEL AND FORMULAS
It is known [1] that in medium-heavy deformed nuclei the analysis of low-energy spectroscopic properties in terms of one-particle motions in a deformed potential works impressively well, especially if the pair-correlation in the form of BCS quasiparticles is included. This is because the major part of the long-range two-body interaction is already taken into account in the deformed mean-field. In very light nuclei such as Be isotopes the many-body pair correlation that originates from a short-range interaction can be negligible. Therefore, in the present work we try to describe the spectroscopic properties of low- One-particle levels with quantum numbers K π in a Y 20 -deformed potential (Nilsson levels) are denoted by the asymptotic quantum numbers, [N, n z , Λ, Ω], where Ω = K and π = (−1) N . The asymptotic quantum numbers express, in a good approximation, the wave functions of one-particle levels well bound in sufficiently deformed potentials. When a oneparticle level becomes weakly bound, the wave function can be very different from that indicated by the asymptotic quantum numbers, even when the one-particle potential is well deformed [8] . Nevertheless, just for convenience sake, in the present work we use the asymptotic quantum numbers to denote respective Nilsson levels, also in the case that those levels become weakly bound.
In the leading order the rotational energy spectrum is written as
where ℑ expresses the moment of inertia while the decoupling parameter is denoted by a. The expression (1) , in which the rotational perturbation of the intrinsic structure is neglected, is expected to work well for low-lying rotational states close to the band head.
The formulas for B(Eλ) to be used in the present work are (see Eqs. (4-91) and of Ref. [1] )
and
where intrinsic matrix-elements are expressed by
From two different pairs of one-particle orbits (ν 1ν1 ) and (ν 2ν2 ) in deformed potentials, whereν expresses the time-reversed orbit of ν, one can form two orthogonal two-particle configurations
This mixture of the two |νν configurations can be interpreted as the result of pairing interaction. The quadrupole matrix element connecting these two states in the intrinsic system is written as
Similarly, the monopole matrix element is
The unique feature of these transition matrix-elements is illuminated on p.552-553 of Ref.
[1], in connection with pair correlation and β vibration.
In order to obtain the wave functions of one-particle levels in deformed Woods-Saxon potentials, the coupled-channel equations for a given one-particle level are solved [8] in coordinate space with correct asymptotic conditions for r → ∞, without confining the system in a finite box.
III. NUMERICAL RESULTS

A. Energy and deformation parameter
In 11 Be known as a one-neutron halo nucleus the presence of an extremely strong E1
, is well known for years [9] . There are only two known bound states in 
The β value determined for 11 Be in the literature depends on the used model and parameterization, and varies from 0.7 to 1.1 ; for example, see Ref. [4] . The diffuseness a=0.65 fm is a standard value for medium-heavy stable nuclei, while a=1.00 fm is an attempt to simulate the potential without a flat bottom that may be commonly obtained in Hartree-Fock calculations for very light nuclei. In the present work the deformed Woods-Saxon potential is needed only to obtain the wave function of the seventh neutron, though the total neutron potential in the presence of a halo neutron may not be properly described by a Woods-Saxon potential. In Table I . It is noted that the radial wave-functions of ℓ j components of those deformed weakly-bound levels can be considerably different from those of nℓ j eigenfunctions of spherical Woods-Saxon potentials [8, 13] . Therefore, great care has to be taken, when the spectroscopic factors are extracted in the analysis of the data such as the one made in Refs. [10, 11, 14] . In this sense, a caution is needed in the comparison of the s 1/2 probability, 0. [16, 17, 18] . In particular, the recent measurement of the lifetime of the 0 The intrinsic configuration assumed here for the ground state of 12 Be is consistent with the fact that all four states, 1/2 + , 1/2 − , 5/2 + and 3/2 − , of 11 Be are populated in one-neutron removal reactions from 12 Be with comparative magnitudes of spectroscopic factors [11] .
B. E1 transitions
In medium-heavy stable nuclei low-energy E1 transitions are so much hindered in both spherical and deformed nuclei that one could hardly expect to obtain a nuclear-structure information from observed B(E1) values [19] . The reason for the hindrance is: (a) no appreciable amount of low-energy E1 strength due to the nuclear shell-structure; (b) the high-lying isovector giant dipole resonance absorbs the major part of possible E1 strength; (c) isoscalar dipole mode corresponds to the center of mass motion and thus does not contribute to E1 excitations. In contrast, in nuclei with weakly bound nucleons the origin of the hindrance (a) may be removed due to the change of the shell-structure or change in the one-particle wave functions, while the hindrance (b) may be drastically reduced due to the very weak coupling of the nucleons to the well-bound core.
In well-bound and well-deformed nuclei the E1 transition between the [220, Table   II the calculated result of E1 properties is shown, where the neutron E1 effective charge, (Z/A)e = (4/11)e = (0.364)e, is used neglecting the core polarization effect (namely, the effect of shifting low-energy E1 strength to the high-lying isovector giant dipole resonance) since halo neutrons may hardly polarize the well-bound core. The formula used to estimate the B(E1) value is
where 
Then, the formulas used to estimate those B(E1) values are
In Table III |e n ef f (E1)| = (Z/A)e = (4/12)e = (0.333)e is employed. Since the matrix-element of rY 11 is larger than that of rY 10 , the calculated B(E1;I π = K π = 0
value is several times larger than the B(E1;
Since |e It is noted that in the present simple model, where |a| = |b| is assumed in the expression (4), both the B(E1; 
and Φ(K π = 0 + 1 ) in Eq. (8), we obtain 
and, then,
where e In order to see the effect of weakly-bound neutrons, we estimate the above B(E2) value using the wave functions in deformed harmonic-oscillator potentials (see, for example, Ref.
[22]). Noting that
in the unit ofh/mω 0 (ǫ), where (17) where ǫ=0.7 is used and the volume conservation condition
is taken into account withhω 00 = 41 A −1/3 MeV. Using Eqs. (13) and (17) it is seen that the weakly-bound character of two neutrons in 12 Be makes the B(E2; 
by using the wave functions calculated with the potential [b] for 12 Be. Then, using the intrinsic wave-functions, (8) and (11), we obtain
which is the neutron matrix-element. The neutron effective charge for E0 transitions, e n ef f (E0), may sensitively depend on both neutron excess and weak binding. The contribution to e n ef f (E0) coming from the part of the one-body operator obtained by subtracting the center of mass motion is (Z/A
2 )e, which is equal to (0.028)e for 12 Be. However, this may hardly give a reliable estimate of the actual e n ef f (E0) value. If the charge radius of 12 Be relative to that of either 11 Be or 10 Be is ever measured, it will help to obtain an estimate of the e n ef f (E0) value to be used in the present case [23] . Since no such measurement is presently available, writing the measured value as 
IV. CONCLUSIONS
We have presented the interpretation of available spectroscopic data on 12 Be and 11 Be, using a model which is simple and contains the essential feature of the presence of weaklybound neutron(s) in deformed potentials. Calculated results are in good agreement with available data. We have intentionally avoided to make a quantitative comparison of spectroscopic factors with "measured" ones, partly because the presently available factors obtained from the analysis of data may, in our opinion, contain an ambiguity in the one-particle radial wave-functions used and partly because the inactive core nucleus 10 Be in our present model is different from the observed nucleus 10 Be. 
